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ABSTRACT
As embedded networks are evolving to open systems, it’s becoming possible to create new applications on top of these
existing embedded systems. However, developing new applications can be difficult due to the large diversity of protocols
that exist today. In this paper, the authors demonstrate how
employing the CoAP protocol can enable rapid application
development by re-using well-known principles from the Web
development world. Furthermore, we also demonstrate how
a number of extensions to CoAP help to lower the barrier
for developing applications even further.

proposes to employ a Web like REST architecture to structure embedded applications. Applications are structured by
splitting them up into REST resources that reside on the
embedded device. Communication follows a simple requestresponse model where clients query REST resources to retrieve information or to control the device and its physical
environment. This makes creating applications for embedded devices very similar to Web service development.
The authors combine the CoAP protocol with a number
of extensions to demonstrate how one can easily create new
applications on top of embedded networks.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

2.

C.2.4 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Distributed
Systems—Distributed applications

A lot of extensions that run on top of the CoAP protocol are currently under development. As some of these
will be demonstrated in this demo, a short overview is presented here. One of these extensions, “Conditional observe
in CoAP” [3], extends the publish/subscribe mechanism from
CoAP with server-side filtering of notifications. Instead of
having to subscribe for all state changes of a resource and
applying client-side filtering, a client can instead subscribe
for specific events in which it is interested. Another extension that will be demonstrated is the use of a messaging
(de)multiplexer, as defined in the CoAP Entities [4] Internet draft. This so-called “Entity Manager” allows clients to
access groups of embedded devices even when multicast IP is
not supported in the embedded network. Finally, the “CoRE
Resource Directory” [5] is a REST service where embedded
devices and their resources can be registered and where an
application can search for resources.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years we’ve seen how embedded networks have
been evolving from closed, self-contained systems to open
and accessible systems. In the past, an embedded deployment would typically be a tightly vertically integrated structure. This tight integration meant that re-using such networks for applications different than the one it was originally
designed for, was often difficult and time consuming. Today
however, a lot of these embedded networks have opened up
their doors. One of the key drivers for this evolution has
been the ongoing adoption of open standards. For instance,
the IETF 6LoWPAN working group has defined an adaption
layer [1] for IEEE 802.15.4 networks (a popular networking
technology for embedded networks) that has allowed embedded devices to become 1st class citizens of the IPv6 Internet.
In doing so, 6LoWPAN has made end-to-end IPv6 connectivity possible with any other IPv6 host.
In a next step, the IETF looked at standardizing a protocol for exchanging information with constrained devices.
Thus, the Constrained RESTful Environments (CoRE) working group and the CoAP [2] protocol were born. CoAP
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3.

EXTENSIONS ON TOP OF COAP

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Figure 1: Overview of components

Figure 1 gives an overview of the different components
that are used in the demonstration. The network pictured
on the right consists of 7 embedded devices in the form of
Zolertia Z1’s boards that are running the Contiki operating
system. Each of these devices has been equipped with a
number of sensors and actuators. The sensors include light
intensity, temperature, proximity, movement (PIR), force,
RFID and magnetic switch sensors. Supported actuators
include multiple lights (in the form of LEDs) and a cooling
fan. These sensors and actuators each have a corresponding
REST resource, which implement the conditional observe
extension if useful. The gateway is shown in the center of
the figure and runs on an Alix system board. Apart from
routing traffic and applying 6LoWPAN, the gateway also
provides three other services: a discovery process (DISC),
the entity manager (EM) and the resource directory (RD).
Each of these services has been implemented in our modular
CoAP framework in Click Router. The discovery process is
in essence a periodic poll from the gateway to all devices in
the embedded network, the specifics of which are described
in [6]. The personal computer client on the bottom-left is
only running the client module of our CoAP framework combined with a GUI that implements and represents the scenarios from section 4. The tablet client in the top-left is a
non-native CoAP device that can interact with the embedded devices via a HTTP/CoAP cross-protocol proxy that is
running on the gateway (proxy not shown in figure).

4.

DEMONSTRATION

We have developed a total of six home automation scenarios on top of a portable embedded network that illustrate how the presented extensions can be used to ease the
creation of applications. To illustrate how each of the extensions is used, two of the six scenarios are explained in
greater detail; the other four are only briefly mentioned.
The first scenario occurs when a new device is deployed
in the embedded network. After joining the network, the
device and its resources are discovered by the gateway. The
gateway subsequently adds the device and its resources to
the resource directory. Clients querying the directory will
notice that the directory has been updated and can build
applications on top of the discovered resources. The other
scenarios actually use this information to build their applications. So, in all other scenarios we assume that this first
scenario has already been completed.
The conditional observe and entity extensions are illustrated in this second scenario. Here, the application is to
switch on the lights whenever the light intensity drops below 500 Lux. The client (C) starts by grouping all the
lighting actuator resources (A,B,C) into a “/lights” entity
on the gateway (GW). This is done via a CoAP POST request to the /em resource provided by the entity manager.
In a second configuration step, the client subscribes to the
light intensity resource (S), asking to be notified whenever
the measured value drops below 500 Lux. After completing
the configuration, the light intensity sensor is covered with
a dark cloth. This will trigger a notification from the light
intensity sensor, in response to which the client is configured
to send a CoAP POST request to the resource /light residing on the entity manager to turn on the lights. The entity
manager takes cares of sending a request to each of the individual lighting actuators and replies with an aggregated
response to the client when it has received a confirmation

from every lighting actuator in the entity. The COAP URIs
corresponding to A,B,C and S have been determined as the
result of scenario 1. The scenario is illustrated in figure 2.

Figure 2: Interactions in scenario 2
The other four scenarios are similar to the previous one
and are briefly listed here. In scenario 3, a rise of temperature activates the fan actuator. In the fourth scenario, the
arrival of a miniature car opens the door (represented by
a green LED) and turns on the lighting if it is dark. In
the fifth scenario, the client is configured to alert the user
via text and/or twitter when movement is detected by the
PIR sensor. In the last scenario, the door is opened when a
(configurable) tag is read by the RFID reader.
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